The internal structure of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) region of the Earth plays a crucial role in controlling the dynamics and evolution of our planet. We have developed a comprehensive model based on the radial variations of shear velocity in the D؆ layer (the base of the lower mantle) and the high-P,T elastic properties of major candidate minerals, including the effects of post-perovskite phase changes. This modeling shows a temperature profile in the lowermost mantle with a CMB temperature of 3,800 ؎ 200 K, which suggests that lateral temperature variations of 200 -300 K can explain much of the large velocity heterogeneity observed in D؆. A single-crossing phase transition model was found to be more favorable in reproducing the observed seismic wave velocity structure than a double-crossing phase transition model. lowermost mantle ͉ phase transition ͉ seismic velocity ͉ thermal structure T emperature is one of the most important physical quantities controlling the thermal and dynamical evolution of planets. Many studies have considered the Earth's thermal structure (1). Seismic discontinuities can be used to infer the P,T conditions in the Earth, as they can be associated with phase transitions in the component minerals. The results of such studies (2, 3) suggest that the temperature near the core-mantle boundary (CMB) is strongly depth-dependent and forms a thermal boundary layer (TBL). The geotherm in the deep Earth has often been evaluated based on the P,T conditions of major phase transitions expected in the mantle and core such as the olivine-spinel and spinelperovskite transitions and the melting of iron alloy. The pv to ppv phase transition (4) can similarly be used to infer the P,T conditions at the top of the DЉ layer (5). However, it is difficult to constrain the temperature at the CMB based only on phase transition data, which has been inferred to be from approximately 3,300-4,500 K with a significant variation (1-3).
T emperature is one of the most important physical quantities controlling the thermal and dynamical evolution of planets. Many studies have considered the Earth's thermal structure (1) . Seismic discontinuities can be used to infer the P,T conditions in the Earth, as they can be associated with phase transitions in the component minerals. The results of such studies (2, 3) suggest that the temperature near the core-mantle boundary (CMB) is strongly depth-dependent and forms a thermal boundary layer (TBL). The geotherm in the deep Earth has often been evaluated based on the P,T conditions of major phase transitions expected in the mantle and core such as the olivine-spinel and spinelperovskite transitions and the melting of iron alloy. The pv to ppv phase transition (4) can similarly be used to infer the P,T conditions at the top of the DЉ layer (5) . However, it is difficult to constrain the temperature at the CMB based only on phase transition data, which has been inferred to be from approximately 3,300-4,500 K with a significant variation (1) (2) (3) .
The perovskite (pv) to post-perovskite (ppv) transition is thought to coincide with the top of DЉ, a positive seismic velocity discontinuity, at a depth of 200-300 km above the CMB (4, 5) (Fig. 1A) . This transition may be a good indicator of the temperature in the deep mantle. A large Clapeyron slope (CS) for this phase change (5) has been invoked in support of a double-crossing (6) . This hypothetical second (ppv to pv reverse) transition would correspond to a negative velocity change within DЉ which, if it exists, would provide information on the temperature near the CMB (7, 8) . There have been many studies of the radial variations of shear velocity in the lowermost mantle. Trial-and-error forward modeling studies and studies using travel times (9) have yielded important information on the DЉ discontinuity using triplications in seismic wave fields due to sharp velocity increases (Fig. 1B) , which constrain the depth and magnitude of the DЉ discontinuity. Recent installation of broadband seismic arrays has provided waveform data that sample DЉ in a particular region, thereby allowing the study of the fine structure of the lowermost mantle. One possible approach for analyzing such data are stacking, which was used to obtain a model of the vertical dependence of shear wave velocity beneath the Pacific (7) (Fig. 1C) . Another promising approach is the simultaneous inversion of a large number of waveforms (10-13) (Fig. 1D) , which allows direct determination of the detailed shear wave velocity structure within DЉ.
Mineral physics studies have demonstrated that the P,T conditions at the DЉ discontinuity are comparable to the ppv phase boundary in pure MgSiO 3 (4, 5) . Recently it has been further reported that the phase transition loop remains relatively sharp even in multicomponent systems, and that a discontinuity would thus still be seismologically detectable (14) . Fundamental thermoelastic properties of these lower mantle constituents are important for mineralogical and petrological interpretations of geophysical information. Precise experimental determination of seismic wave speeds at ultrahigh-P,T conditions is still not practical, but theoretical simulations, particularly those based on ab initio quantum mechanical theory, can facilitate quantitative modeling that can be directly compared to geophysical data (15, 16) . Wookey et al. (17) carried out such modeling, but considered only the case of pure MgSiO 3 with the CMB temperature fixed to a relatively high value of approximately 4,400 K. Further investigations that consider the effects of major impurity elements, in particular iron and aluminium, on the thermoelasticity of pure phases (18, 19) supply additional information on the effect of compositional variations. These results allow us to perform more realistic modeling of the CMB region. always becomes significantly slow if a reverse transition occurs. When the CMB temperature is Ͼ4,000 K, the shear wave velocity is Ͻ6.9 km/s below the double-crossing phase transition. (ii) Some velocity decreases can always be seen below the first transition even without a reverse transition. This is due to the superadiabatic temperature increase near the CMB. Thus, even without a reverse transition, a superadiabatic temperature increase produces a continuous but rapid velocity decrease whose magnitude is comparable to or even larger than the 1-2% velocity increases associated with the phase transition from pv to ppv at the top of DЉ. (iii) As the Fe and Al impurity content increases, the average velocity in the lowermost mantle decreases by Ϸ0.2 km/s for ␦X ϭ 10 mol %, and the magnitude of the discontinuities becomes smaller, as has already been reported (17) . (iv) The exaggerated CS value tends to yield a double crossing phase transition even with smaller temperature gradients.
The relative difference between T int , the temperature at which the transition intersects the CMB, and T cmb , the temperature at the CMB along the geotherm, is a significant parameter in controlling whether or not a double-crossing transition occurs. A double-crossing will occur if T int Ͻ T cmb (for example, the dash-dotted red line in B of Fig. S1b) , although it will not occur if T cmb Ͻ T int (for example, the green and blue lines in B of Fig.  S1b ). Hence, we consider both the cases of T int Ͻ T cmb and T cmb Ͻ T int by varying T cmb . Also, T int will vary depending on which of the two different values of CS is used. In contrast, Lay et al. (7) assumed the existence of a double-crossing phase transition and considered only the case of T int Ͻ T cmb .
The velocity contrast, ⌬v, between the velocity just above the phase transition from pv to ppv (i.e., just above DЉ) and that at the CMB is controlled by the effects of both the temperature increase across the TBL and the phase transitions (Fig. S2) . The contrast can be represented as:
where ⌬v t and ⌬v p are the velocity variations caused by the temperature increase (⌬T) and the phase transition, respectively. Note that the definition used in Eq. 1 means that positive values of ⌬v imply slower velocities at the CMB. Note also that ⌬v p can be further represented as ⌬v p ϭ ⌬v pv3ppv ϩ ⌬v ppv3pv . ⌬v p should therefore be nearly zero when a doublecrossing occurs, because the positive and negative velocity jumps associated with the transitions nearly sum to zero.
However, seismological observations demonstrate that the ] (E-F) Crystal structures of orthorhombic pv (space group, Pbnm) (E) and ppv (space group, Cmcm) (F) (5). Here, orange spheres and blue polyhedra indicate Mg atoms and SiO 6 octahedra, respectively. While the SiO6 octahedra share all their corners with adjacent octahedra in pv, they share the corners along the c direction but share edges along the a direction in ppv.
observed velocity differences ⌬v usually range from Ϫ0.2 to Ϸ0.0 km/s and are rarely positive ( Fig. 1) . As discussed below, only a limited range of thermal models can successfully reproduce the seismological observations. The temperature derivative of the shear velocity for ppv is reported to be Ѩv ѨT ϭϪ0.0003 km s Ϫ1 K Ϫ1 (15) , and thus ⌬v t ϭ ϩ0.3 km/s is expected for ⌬T ϭ 1,000 K. Therefore, because models with higher CMB temperature (larger ⌬T) produce increasingly significant velocity decreases near the CMB, ⌬v becomes increasingly positive. Similarly, because ⌬v p is nearly zero when there is a double-crossing, ⌬v is also large (Ϸϩ0.3 km s Ϫ1 ) when ⌬T ϭ 1,000 K. This means that the combination of both a reverse phase transition as well a large ⌬T will cause an unrealistically large decrease of the shear velocity at the CMB. Such cases can therefore be eliminated from consideration. In contrast, because mineral physics data indicate ⌬v pv3ppv ϷϪ0.2 km s Ϫ1 (15), ⌬v becomes smaller (Ϸϩ0.1 km s Ϫ1 ) for a singlecrossing with ⌬T ϭ 1,000 K. Thus, a CMB temperature Ͻ4,000 K with a CS value of 8 MPa/K can produce values of ⌬v that reproduce the overall features seen in Fig. 1 
B-D.
In contrast, models with a double-crossing phase transition cannot match the seismological observations.
If ⌬T is quite small (Ϸ300 K), an acceptable ⌬v of approximately ϩ0.1 km s Ϫ1 can be obtained even if there is a doublecrossing. However, in this case, a significant CS, which is estimated to be as much as approximately ϩ50 MPa/K, is required to produce the double-crossing. Because this CS is much larger than the reported values of 8-11 MPa/K (4, 21), this possibility can therefore be eliminated. The CMB temperatures that can reproduce the seismological observations fall in the range 3,800-4,000 K, which is consistent with some previous models (1) . By using the published value of the thermal conductivity (22, 23) , we can infer approximately 8 TW heat flow across the CMB due to this 1,000-1,500 K superadiabatic temperature increase in TBL (see SI Text), which is comparable to the values of 5-15 TW proposed based on the sustainability of the geodynamo (24) . Some previous studies have suggested the existence of a ppv lens in DЉ as a result of a double-crossing phase transition (7, 8) . This would imply that the major phase in the lowermost mantle is pv not ppv (E-H in Fig. S1b ). These panels, however, disagree with the seismological observations in Fig. 1 B-D , because the depth-averaged velocities in the lowermost mantle are too slow (see red and green lines in F-H in Fig. S1b ). Hence, it is quite difficult to interpret the generally observed negative discontinuities or negative slope of seismic velocities in DЉ as being due to a reverse phase transition from ppv to pv. On the other hand, the observed velocity decreases of Ϫ0.3 to Ϫ0.4 km/s are reasonably reproduced by models with a continuous but rapid velocity decrease associated with a rapid temperature increase of ϩ1,000 to ϩ1,500 K near the CMB. This rapid velocity reduction, if it occurs in a depth range less than approximately 90-km thickness in particular (25) , might be correspond to a seismically negative energy reflector (of the type shown in Fig. 1C , if confirmed by further studies).
We study the depth dependence of the shear wave velocity in more detail using five different models with different TBL thicknesses ( Fig. 2A) with a CMB temperature of 4,000 K and a CS of 8 MPa/K. As the TBL thickness increases, the velocity decrease due to the temperature increase (Fig. 2B) begins at increasingly shallower depths, while the depth at which the phase transition from pv to ppv occurs becomes deeper. With a larger thickness of TBL (e.g., 350 km in Fig. 2B ), the shear wave velocity therefore has an ''S-shaped'' depth dependence, which is consistent with the model observed beneath the western Pacific (Fig. 1D) (12) . This again indicates that there is no need to invoke a double-crossing model to explain the seismic observations. In this study, we fixed the location of the ppv transition boundary. However, the overall conclusion that a doublecrossing phase transition is not plausible does not depend on the precise CS. Also, recent geodynamical modeling shows that there would be the excessive heat flow across the CMB for the case of a double-crossing temperature gradient (26) .
The integrated velocity and temperature deviations (⌬v int ; % and ⌬T int ; K) (see SI Text for details) from the adiabatic values (14, 27) in the lowermost 400 km of the mantle range for the five models in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3A . As noted above, the thermal effects produce a large integrated velocity deviation. The integrated velocity deviation of a temperature profile with a 400-km TBL thickness is Ͼ3%. In other words, a small average temperature difference in the lowermost 400 km of the mantle can produce a significant difference in average velocity. A difference of only 200 K average integrated deviation in the lowermost mantle, for example, can cause a difference of integrated shear wave velocity deviation of as much as Ϸ2% if the phase transition effects are incorporated into the temperature effect.
Even though the velocities immediately above the CMB are almost the same for the five models in Fig. 2B , there can be significant average velocity differences in DЉ, which reach 4%. This indicates that a lateral temperature variation of only 200-300 K could produce considerable velocity heterogeneity in the DЉ region, although 800-1,000 K variations are usually assumed to be necessary (7) . Such small temperature variations could occur even on small regional scales due to, for example, subducted cold slabs or isolation from mantle convection for several hundred million years, since the thermal diffusion is estimated to be Ϸ0.04 cm/year, which is much slower than the convective heat transfer inferred from the plate velocities of Ϸ5 cm/year in the upper mantle ( Fig. 3B and SI Text) . However, the possibility of significant chemical heterogeneities, which might be partially responsible to the reported sharp sided boundaries at the edges of two large low shear velocity anomalies (28, 29) , cannot be excluded.
Several tomographic studies (30, 31) have suggested that there are two large-scale low velocity regions in the lowermost mantle beneath the Pacific and Africa. It is controversial whether these are due to temperature variation, chemical heterogeneity or both. We suggest that these can be explained as due to Al-and Fe-rich materials such as subducted basaltic oceanic crust (X Ն 15 mol %) (Fig. S1b) . Some shear velocity studies using transverse component waveforms reported that there is a 15 km-thick large velocity reduction (ϷϪ4%) immediately above the CMB beneath the Pacific (7) (BIN1 in Fig. 1C) , which is possibly related to an ultra-low velocity zone (ULVZ). A reverse transition plus temperature effects would cause a velocity reduction of ϷϪ5% (Fig. S1b) . Therefore, the reported large velocity reduction, if substantiated by further observations could be interpreted as a double-crossing phase transition due to a local Nominal values for the parameters are heat capacity C p ϭ 1,300 J/kg/K, density ϭ 5,500 kg/m 3 (26) and thermal conductivity k ϭ 10.0 W/K/m (37, 38) . We define the thickness of the TBL as the distance from the CMB to the point where (T Ϫ T adiabat)/(TCMB Ϫ Tadiabat) ϭ 0.01. temperature increase of a few hundred Kelvin which can be produced by the decay of radioactive elements. This additional heating is consistent with the assumption of existence of basalt in which radioactive elements are concentrated at the base of the mantle.
In conclusion, we have examined shear wave velocity models quantitatively by combining the data from state-of-the-art seismological and mineral physical studies. Although the effects of chemical heterogeneity should also be taken into account, we demonstrated that important seismological properties can be interpreted primarily as due to thermal effects. We neglected the effects of minor minerals such as Ca-pv and ferropericlase, since no phase changes have been found in these secondary phases at the P,T conditions in DЉ. Their effects would thus not make a significant contribution to the velocity structure in DЉ.
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Seismological and Mineral Physics Joint Modeling. We calculate the variation of the shear velocity with depth for nine different temperature profiles (Fig. S1a) and for two different Clapeyron Slope (CS) values: a mineral-physically acceptable value of 8 MPa/K and an exaggerated value of 16 MPa/K. We use threepoint interpolation of high-P,T thermoelastic data for MgSiO 3 perovskite (pv) and post-perovskite (ppv), taking into account the effects of impurities (1, 2). We briefly summarize the resulting velocity models (Fig. S1b) S1b) ; (iv) the exaggerated CS value tends to yield a double-crossing phase transition for smaller temperature gradients, while an extremely large temperature gradient is needed to obtain a double-crossing for the mineral-physics based CS value (see all of the dash-dotted lines in E-H in Fig. S1b ).
Integrated Deviations in Velocity and Temperature. Many tomographic studies (3, 4) , which infer an average velocity structure model over a depth range of several hundred km, have reported large-scale laterally heterogeneous shear wave velocity structure in DЉ. It is still controversial whether this is due to temperature variation, chemical heterogeneity, or both. The uncertainty of the reported lateral heterogeneity is also unclear. We analyze the velocity structure in detail, focusing particularly on the integrated velocity and temperature deviations from the reference ambient mantle values (values without the TBL temperature increase and also without the pv to ppv phase change at the top of DЉ).
We define the integrated velocity deviation (⌬v int ; %) as follows:
where v and v adiabat are respectively the velocity for the corresponding temperature profile and the velocity along the adiabatic geotherm (5) . Since the characteristic depth resolution of tomographic studies of the lowermost mantle is Ϸ400 km, the depth interval h is taken to be 400 km. Similarly, we define the integrated temperature deviation (⌬T int ; K) as follows:
where T and T adiabat are the temperature value along each temperature profile and the adiabatic geotherm. We compute these integrated deviations for the five temperature profiles in Fig. 2 A and the corresponding velocity models in Fig. 2B . The results are shown in Fig. 3 .
A small average temperature difference in the lowermost 400 km of the mantle can produce a significant difference in average velocity, as noted in the main text. A difference of only 200 K average integrated deviation in the lowermost mantle, for example, can cause a shear wave velocity difference of Ϸ2%. On the other hand, several tomographic studies have reported a lateral shear wave velocity heterogeneity of up to Ϸ6%, which is larger than that found in this study for temperature differences of 200 K. To constrain shear wave velocity structure in the lowermost mantle, the tomographic studies typically use data for phases such as S, ScS, and diffracted S, whose depth-dependence in DЉ differs due to the variation of incidence angles and turning depths. Hence, velocities in regions which are not well sampled may deviate from the average velocities in DЉ while velocities in well sampled regions may be more representative of the global average. The large reported lateral velocity heterogeneity could therefore be partially explained by variation of the depthdependence of the resolution of the various phases in DЉ (or also as partly the effect of uncertainties in the data analysis), although the effects of chemical heterogeneity also cannot be excluded. At any rate, the phase transition variations due to temperature effects are important in interpreting tomographic models.
Estimations of Heat Flux. The heat flux from the core across the CMB is one of the important parameters of the Earth's thermal evolution. Although the thermal conductivity in the lower mantle has been extensively studied (6) , there are still large uncertainties, in particular in the deep mantle P,T conditions. We discuss this issue in more detail here than in the main text.
The temperature profile in the lowermost mantle provides the heat flux from the core to the mantle. From TBL theory, the predicted heat flux per unit area is
where k, ⌬T, and l are the thermal conductivity, the variation of temperature, and the thickness of the TBL, respectively. For example, for k ϭ 10.0 Ϯ 2 W/K/m (6, 7), ⌬T ϭ 1,000 Ϯ 200 K, and l ϭ 270 Ϯ 20 km, the total heat flux is estimated as 10.1 TW, which is consistent with the heat flux of 5-15 TW required to sustain the geodynamo (7, 8) .
The relationship between the velocity difference ⌬v defined in the main text (Eq. 1) and the calculated heat flux across the CMB is shown in Fig. S2 . The domain with ⌬v from Ϫ0.2 to approximately 0.0 km/s and a CMB heat flux of 5-15 TW shows relatively acceptable conditions. The two preferred temperature profiles have a TBL whose thicknesses are respectively 200 and 300 km and with a temperature at the CMB of 3,500 K and a CS of 8 MPa/K. The two profiles yield a single-crossing phase transition, rather than a double-crossing. Although there is uncertainty on the thermal conductivity in the lowermost mantle, a TBL thickness of 200-300 km can produce a rapid velocity decrease associated with a rapid temperature increase over a zone of Ϸ100-km thickness. Previous seismological studies (e.g., ref. 9) found some negative discontinuities near the CMB and interpreted them as a double-crossing reverse phase transition. However, those negative discontinuities could also be interpreted as continuous but rapid velocity decreases of Ϫ0.3 to Ϫ0.4 km/s expected to occur in association with a rapid temperature increase of ϩ1,000 to ϩ1,500 K near the CMB.
The following discussion shows that the additional velocity reduction due to a double-crossing phase transition will yield too large a velocity decrease. If a double-crossing phase transition occurs under the mantle P,T conditions, the stable phase should be pv at depths both above the DЉ discontinuity and above the CMB. By extrapolating the shear velocity gradient above the DЉ discontinuity along the adiabatic geotherm without the DЉ velocity jump, we obtain a shear velocity of approximately 7.3 km/s at the CMB. As most seismological models find a shear wave velocity of Ϸ7.2 km/s at the CMB (Fig. 1 B-D) , the difference is only approximately 0.1 km/s. Therefore, to reproduce the seismic shear wave velocity structure in the deeper part of DЉ with the approximate derivative of shear velocity with respect to temperature, Ѩv ѨT ϭ 0.0003 km s Ϫ1 K Ϫ1 (1), the temperature increase must be limited to ⌬T double ϳ 300 K if there is a double-crossing. This means that for the double-crossing case, the CMB heat flux is estimated to be only 3 TW, which is in conflict with the geomagnetic inference of 5-15 TW. In this case, a significant CS of as much as 50 MPa/K would also be needed to reproduce the observed seismic velocity structure. This overly large CS is inconsistent with the mineral physics values, suggesting that the double-crossing model is unlikely. Recent geodynamical modeling also reports that overly large heat flow across the CMB would be associated with the doublecrossing temperature gradient (10) . In contrast, if the ppv transition produces a 0.1-0.2 km/s velocity jump, as mineral physics suggests (1), a shear velocity of approximately 7.5 km/s would be expected at the CMB by adiabatic extrapolation for the single-crossing case. In this case, the stable phase at the CMB would be ppv, and thus the velocity reduction across the superadiabatic temperature increase would reach approximately 0.3 km/s, which corresponds to ⌬T single ϳ 1,000 K.
Time Dependence of Thickness of TBL. We briefly estimate the thickness of the TBL in the lowermost mantle based on models of heating by a constant temperature of the core. We use a model of the instantaneous heating of a semiinfinite half-space (11). We assume a constant thermal diffusivity in DЉ. We solve the one-dimensional diffusion equation and obtain:
where , h, t, T adiabat , and T CMB are thermal diffusivity, the distance from the CMB, elapsed time, adiabatic temperature value, and the temperature at the CMB, respectively. We set T CMB ϭ 4,000 K, T adiabat ϭ 2,500 K, and ϭ ϭ 1.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 m 2 /s, where the last value is obtained using the relation ϭ k/C p / and literature values relevant to deep mantle conditions (6, 7, 10) , and then investigate the time evolution of TBL thickness (Fig.  3B) . The thermal diffusion rate is estimated to be Ϸ0.04 cm per year, which is much slower than the convective heat transport inferred from the velocity Ϸ5 cm per year in the upper mantle. This suggests that the TBL thickness is governed mostly by convection, but that through lateral migration along the CMB or temporal isolation from the convection for several hundred million years, the lowermost mantle could locally be heated enough to produce lateral temperature variations of, say, 200-300 K, which would be sufficient to reproduce the reported lateral heterogeneity of seismic velocity structures (see the main text). 
